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Abstract9

A modeling framework is derived to predict the scour induced by Marine Hydrokinetic turbines10

(MHK) installed on fluvial or tidal erodible bed surfaces. Following recent advances in bridge scour11

formulation, the phenomenological theory of turbulence is applied to describe the flow structures12

that dictate the equilibrium scour depth condition at the turbine base. Using scaling arguments,13

we link the turbine operating conditions to the flow structures and scour depth through the drag14

force exerted by the device on the flow. The resulting theoretical model predicts scour depth using15

dimensionless parameters and considers two potential scenarios depending on the proximity of the16

turbine rotor to the erodible bed. The model is validated at the laboratory scale with experimental17

data comprising the two sediment mobility regimes (clear water and live bed), different turbine18

configurations, hydraulic settings, bed material compositions, and migrating bedform types. The19

present work provides future developers of flow energy conversion technologies with a physic-based20

predictive formula for local scour depth beneficial to feasibility studies and anchoring system design.21

A potential prototype-scale deployment in a large sandy river is also considered with our model to22

quantify how the expected scour depth varies as a function of the flow discharge and rotor diameter.23
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I. INTRODUCTION25

In an effort to expand renewable energy extraction to tidal and fluvial environments,26

in-stream river turbines have been designed and tested in recent years both at the prototype27

scale [1–3] and at the laboratory scale in straight [4–6] and meandering channels [7]. The28

devices, usually referred to as marine hydrokinetic (MHK) turbines or current energy con-29

verters (CEC), have various shapes, efficiency, deployment strategies, and anchoring systems30

[see e.g. 8–12, among others].31

Following the successful prototype deployment of Verdant Power in the East River in New32

York [1], we focus here on horizontal axis river turbines operating in open channel flows.33

The overall exploitable power is defined as P = 1
2
ρCp(πD

2/4)U3, where the power coefficient34

Cp depends on the flow converter design and operating control. The representative mean35

velocity U impinging on the rotor D is usually taken as the undisturbed mean velocity at36

hub height. The available kinetic energy of the flow is limited by the relatively low river37

velocity, yet favored by the higher fluid density, as compared to wind energy. From the power38

estimate it is clear that more power can be extracted per device for larger rotor diameters39

D (P ∝ D2). Unlike traditional wind turbines in the atmospheric surface layer, the rotor40

diameter of hydrokinetic turbines in fluvial or tidal environments is constrained by the local41

flow depth. In addition, the rotating blades should not interact with any floating debris,42

logs, and ice, as well as boats and floaters. This upper limit condition essentially defines43

how much the device should be submerged for a range of flow discharges. The lower limit,44

i.e. the distance between the turbine bottom tip and the river bed, constrains both the rotor45

diameter and the hub height and is not trivial to optimize. For concrete artificial channels or46

bedrock fluvial systems, the wall boundary conditions are well defined and the only negative47

effect of the blade approaching the fixed bed is likely to be on the power coefficient [see,48

e.g. 13, on marine turbine wake evolution]. However, if the river bed is formed by erodible49

sediments, the problem becomes more complex due to the evolving boundary conditions50

affecting the structural integrity of the device in addition to its performance. On erodible51

beds, migrating bedforms make the bed elevation highly variable, while the rotating turbine52

is known to induce a local scour [5, 6]. The coupled bed fluctuations and local scour can53

potentially erode sediment around the device base and lead to the collapse of the supporting54

structure.55
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The scouring process around structures immersed in the flow, such as bridge piers, has56

been extensively studied in the past years and thoroughly covered in several text books [14–57

16]. However, it was recently demonstrated that the scour induced by hydrokinetic turbine58

is qualitatively and quantitatively different as compared to bridge pier scour [5]. Therefore,59

bridge pier models, of semi-empirical formulation [see, e.g. 17–23, among others], can not60

simply adapted for turbine scour. However, an elegant theoretical formulation was recently61

proposed and validated by [24], based on the framework developed by [25, 26] to interpret62

roughness effects in open channel flow and pipe flows.63

The goals of this paper are to i) extend the theoretical model of [24] for bridge piers to64

provide a new modeling framework able to predict scour depth in the proximity of in-stream65

turbines under a range of flow and operating conditions, ii) validate the proposed turbine66

scour model using new experimental measurements and previously published experimental67

datasets, and iii) understand how the scouring mechanism may change depending on the68

distance of the rotor to the sediment bed. The rationale for this work is to provide an69

accessible analytical formulation as an alternative to high fidelity fluid dynamics simulations70

[27] for predicting the scour of MHK turbine deployments in sandy rivers.71

In previous works, we have investigated experimentally the turbine scour under clear72

water (bed shear stress approaching the critical shear stress for sediment mobility) and live73

bed conditions (shear stress exceeding the critical value leading to sediment transport and74

bedform formation and migration). However, until now, we were not able to unambiguously75

define all the scaling quantities governing the scour mechanism. For example, the scour76

depth could potentially be normalized by the rotor diameter or by the depth of the river,77

with possible effects by the rotor location within the water column, the grain size, or the78

size of migrating bedforms. Because of the wide and complex parameter space, a theoretical79

description of the scour process based on the phenomenology of turbulence (in the terms80

discussed by [24–26]) is required to guide the functional dependencies of the model. This81

enables a rigorous scaling analysis to be formulated and extended to prototype-scale devices82

in natural rivers.83

The turbine scour will be modeled here as a function of the turbine geometry and operat-84

ing performance, incoming mean velocity and flow depth, sediment mobility regime, and bed85

material composition, thus comprising all the parameters relevant to MHK installations on86

erodible channels (Section II). Because of the varying vertical location of the turbine rotor,87
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two modeling approaches are followed (Sections II A and II B). Experimental data (Section88

III) are used to independently validate the two model cases using time-averaged scour depth89

values (Section IV) and a probabilistic approach based on time-varying scour depths (Sec-90

tion IV D). The latter is introduced to quantify the scour depth variability observed under91

different migrating bedforms and hydraulic configurations, and compare such variability to92

the uncertainty associated with the model parameters. The scour model is further discussed93

and applied to a potential prototype-scale scenario (Section V). The main conclusions are94

provided in Section VI.95

II. MODEL FRAMEWORK96

We start from the mixed scaling approach originally proposed for rough wall open channel97

and pipe flow by [25, 26]. The approach relates the shear stress acting at the surface of the98

scour region in the proximity of the sediment grains exposed to the flow (see insert in99

Fig. 1) and estimated as the Reynolds stress τ = −ρu′w′ for fully developed turbulence,100

to characteristic scales of the turbulent eddies. Following the argument by [25], the wall-101

normal fluctuations w′ are dominated by eddies of the same size of the roughness asperities,102

represented here by sediment grains of diameter d. This specific eddy is the most energetic in103

the full range of turbulent eddies which can fit between nearby grains, and possibly mobilize104

them. In contrast, the longitudinal fluctuations u′ scale with the energy containing eddies105

of the flow, of size L. The corresponding velocity scales are ud and V for the length scales106

d and L, respectively. Hence, the wall shear stress scales as107

τ = −ρu′w′ ∼ ρudV. (1)108

Equation 1 is valid for any region of the flow domain in proximity of the wall: the109

roughness sublayer in uniform flow [26], the scour hole of a bridge pier [24], or, as presented110

here, the scour region downstream of an MHK turbine. The difference between these cases111

is the size of the energy containing eddies, i.e. the largest statistically persistent eddy scale.112

Here we adopt the argument of [24] that the largest eddies within the scour region have113

characteristic size comparable to the scour depth ys. For now the characteristic velocity V114

remains undefined.115

As in [24, 26], Kolmogorov’s scaling is applied to relate characteristic scales within the116
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inertial range according to the turbulent energy cascade [28]. We assume the turbulent117

kinetic energy (TKE) production is in equilibrium with the local dissipation rate and that118

the energy decay scaling relationships remain valid in the flow region where the MHK turbine119

scour is localized. In other words, we assume the phenomenology of the energy cascade is120

conserved, with the small scales of turbulence (proportional to the sediment grain size)121

adjusting themselves in order to dissipate energy in the way and intensity defined by the122

energy-containing eddies governing the scour mechanisms. Under these assumptions, the123

TKE decay rate ε scales with the characteristic velocities ud and V as ε ∼ V 3/ys ∼ u3d/d,124

leading to125

ud ∼ V

(
d

ys

)1/3

. (2)126

Substituting equation 2 into equation 1 leads to127

τ ∼ ρV 2

(
d

ys

)1/3

. (3)128

Following [24], we consider the TKE decay rate ε as the power per unit mass (P/M)129

dissipated in the scour region due to the drag force Fd. For an MHK turbine there are two130

distinct sources of drag which inform two theoretical model cases:131

• Model case 1: the bottom tip of the turbine rotor is close enough to the sediment132

surface that the local scour is promoted directly by the tip vortices or by any other133

flow structures of the turbine wake.134

• Model case 2: drag is induced by accelerated flow between the sediment surface and135

the turbine rotor bottom tip impinging on the support tower which behaves as a bridge136

pier.137

The two model cases are developed exclusively; case 1 considers drag only from the turbine138

rotor and case 2 considers drag only from the support tower. A schematic of the two model139

cases is shown in Figure 1. The framework under clear water conditions is detailed in sections140

II A and II B. The extension to live bed conditions is presented in section II C.141

A. Model case 1: Rotor drag force142

As the rotor approaches the bed surface, the vortical structures shed from the turbine143

components – the root, blade, and tip vortices – are inferred to augment the shear stress144
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the two theoretical scenarios. Model case 1 (left) considers the effect of the

turbine rotor drag on the scour. Model case 2 (right) considers the effect of the support tower drag

under accelerated flow. The inset shows the characteristic velocity scales within the scour region.

at the wall and contribute to sediment mobility and scouring. The tip vortices of a turbine145

are generated by circulation produced along the turbine blades. The circulation is directly146

related to the power extracted by the turbine, which in turn is related to the drag force147

exerted by the rotor (see e.g. [29] for utility-scale wind turbines). In model case 1, the148

intensity of the tip vortices impinging on the bed surface are responsible for the near turbine149

scour and can be represented using the turbine drag force (or turbine thrust) by incorporating150

in the formulation the operating conditions and performance of the turbine. As only a151

portion of the drag exerted by the turbine contributes to the turbulence in the scour region,152

a correction factor embedded in the model constant will be required. When the rotor vertical153

position is too high for the tip vortices to interact with the bed surface, the scour mechanism154

is governed by the horseshoe vortex forming around the support tower, consistent with a155

bridge pier case [30–33], and model case 1 is not applicable.156

To relate the drag force to the turbine operating regime, the turbine is approximated as157

an actuator disk with an induction factor a = 1 − Ud/U , where Ud is the velocity within158

the porous disk. U is the undisturbed mean velocity measured at the turbine hub height159

and is assumed to be homogeneous across the rotor plane. The drag force, expressed as the160

thrust force applied on the actuator disk, is Fd = 1
2
ρCTAfU

2, where the thrust coefficient161
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CT = 4a(1 − a) depends on the turbine operating conditions and the frontal area depends162

only on the rotor diameter Af = π
4
D2 [34]. Note that the turbine operating condition is163

defined through the power coefficient dependency on the induction factor, Cp = 4a(1− a)2.164

The induction factor increases as the tip speed ratio increases from 0, a static rotor, to165

the optimal tip speed ratio corresponding to the Betz limit (Cp = 0.593 and a = 0.33).166

Increasing the power production and induction factor results in a likewise increase in the167

thrust and drag. However, the drag force and the induction factor are not related in a simple168

way to power efficiency since hydrodynamic drag, flow separation, and velocity deficit occur169

in the wake of any structure [35, 36].170

Applying a bulk definition of TKE dissipation rate per unit mass in the scour region171

ε = P/M and assuming that the energy-containing eddies in the rotor wake are predomi-172

nantly responsible for such a decay, we can rewrite the dissipated power P in terms of the173

drag force and free stream velocity, leading to174

ε =
P

M
∼ FdU

ρy3s
, (4)175

where the mass M scales as the mass of water within the scour region having linear size ys176

(see Fig. 1). Combining equation 4 with ε ∼ V 3/ys and the drag (or thrust) force expression177

yields178

ε ∼ D2U3CT
y3s

∼ V 3

ys
. (5)179

The characteristic velocity V of the eddies in the scour region can now be expressed by180

the following scaling relationship:181

V ∼ UC
1/3
T

(
D

ys

)2/3

. (6)182

Equation 6 relates the energetic eddies responsible for the turbine scour to both the flow183

conditions and the turbine parameters. The new definition for V can be substituted into184

the wall shear stress definition from equation 3:185

τ ∼ ρV 2

(
d

ys

)1/3

∼ ρU2C
2/3
T

(
D4d

y5s

)1/3

. (7)186

In the so-called clear water conditions under uniform flow, the wall shear stress τ approaches,187

but does not exceed, the critical shear stress value τc corresponding to the onset of sediment188

mobility and transport [37]. Thus, bedload transport is negligible except in the proximity of189
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the turbine where the shear stress is locally enhanced. In the wake of the MHK turbine, as190

well as a bridge pier, erosion occurs until the scour reaches a depth at which the energetic191

eddies in the scour region can no longer locally exert τ > τc. At that point, an equilibrium192

condition is reached for a specific sediment size. The equilibrium is expressed as τ = τc193

with τc ∼ (ρs − ρ)gd dimensionally based on Shields’ work [37]. Since we are interested in194

the equilibrium condition corresponding to the maximum scour depth, the shear stress in195

equation 7 can be considered as the critical stress:196

τ ∼ ρU2C
2/3
T

(
D4d

y5s

)1/3

∼ τc ∼ (ρs − ρ) gd. (8)197

Rearranging terms in equation 8 results in an expression for the scour depth ys:198

ys ∼

(
d2/3

ρs − ρ
ρ

g

C
2/3
T D4/3U2

)−3/5
. (9)199

Introducing the flow depth y to normalize the scour depth ys yields a relationship between200

dimensionless groups that are physically relevant to the problem considered here:201

ys
y
∼
(
ρs − ρ
ρ

)−3/5(
U
√
gy

)6/5

C
2/5
T

(
D

d

)2/5(
D

y

)2/5

. (10)202

The first dimensionless group is the submerged sediment density normalized by the fluid203

density and can be expressed as s− 1 = (ρs − ρ)/ρ. The second dimensionless group is the204

Froude number Fr = U/
√
gy, which represents the ratio between inertial and gravitational205

forces. Because we employ proportional dependencies in the definition of the shear stress (Eq.206

1), the portion of rotor drag responsible for the scour, and the estimate of the Shields critical207

stress, a multiplicative correction factor K1 must be introduced to the scaling relationship208

(Eq. 10), leading to the final equation for the rotor drag force model in clear water conditions:209

(
ys
y

)
1

= K1 (s− 1)−3/5 Fr6/5C
2/5
T

(
D

d

)2/5(
D

y

)2/5

, (11)210

where the subscript 1 indicates the rotor drag force model (case 1). The model relationships211

are as expected: scour will increase for increasing thrust coefficient, rotor diameter, and212

approaching Froude number (i.e. increasing drag force); scour will decrease for increasing213

sediment density and size (i.e. increasing critical shear stress).214
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B. Model case 2: Support tower drag force under accelerated flow215

The tower drag force model aligns closely with the bridge pier model of [24]. The turbine216

bottom tip is considered to be relatively far from the sediment bed such that the tip vortices217

do not impinge on the wall in the proximity of the turbine. Thus, the rotor drag would218

not contribute to the scour as directly as the support tower. However, the presence of the219

rotor induces a flow acceleration in the region between the bottom tip and the sediment220

bed [27, 38]. To approximate the accelerated flow Ua below the rotor tip (see Fig. 1), mass221

conservation is imposed in the control volume defined as the flow region extending from the222

sediment bed to the turbine hub height:223

U

(
yt +

D

2

)
= Uayt + Ud

D

2
, (12)224

where yt is the height from the sediment bed to the turbine bottom tip and Ud is the225

estimated flow through the turbine rotor as in section II A. Selecting the hub height as the226

upper bound of the continuity region assumes the flow acceleration is equally distributed227

around the rotor (i.e. axial-symmetric). Equation 12 also neglects any inhomogeneity in228

the vertical profile. The validity of these assumptions is assessed in section IV C through229

the analysis of the turbine hub height h dependency in the model. We define the extent of230

the acceleration zone yt as yt = h − D/2 = ktD where kt = h/D − 1
2
. yt and kt represent231

a measure of how close the nacelle is to the wall for a given rotor diameter. Rigorously,232

yt should be a function of the scour depth ys. However, this inclusion leads to a cubic233

polynomial expression for ys, of modest practical use. We can neglect the effect of ys on234

yt under two further assumptions: (i) given ys << yt, we slightly overestimate the velocity235

Ua impinging on the pier, leading to a conservative estimate of the turbine scour; (ii) more236

importantly, the scour region is expected to be dominated by a recirculation region scaling237

with V and ys, which is fairly decoupled from the incoming flow Ua. Assumption (ii) is238

consistent with [24], where the incoming velocity onto the exposed pier did not account for239

the scour depth explicitly, as it was assumed equal to the mean undisturbed velocity in the240

channel cross section.241

Expressing equation 12 in terms of Ua and using the definitions yt = ktD and Ud =242

(1− a)U leads to the following:243

Ua = U

(
1 +

a

2kt

)
. (13)244
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The accelerated flow velocity Ua exerts an enhanced drag on the turbine support tower,245

which is expected to behave as a bridge pier. From here we can follow [24] literally, applying246

the drag force equation in the same manner as section II A. Here the tower drag force is247

Fd = 1
2
ρCdcysU

2
a , where Cd is the drag coefficient of the tower, c is the tower diameter, and248

cys is the projected area of the tower exposed by scour. Following the procedure of [24]249

we arrive at the same scour relationship as in the cited text, differing only in the incoming250

velocity term:251

ys ∼

(
U
(

1 + a
2kt

))2
g

(
ρ

ρs − ρ

)
C

2/3
d

( c
d

)2/3
. (14)252

As before, we normalize the scour depth by the flow depth y, allowing for use of the Froude253

number Fr = U/
√
gy. The density is expressed in terms of the submerged sediment specific254

density (s − 1) and a model correction factor K2 is included, leading to the final equation255

for the tower drag force model:256 (
ys
y

)
2

= K2 (s− 1)−1 Fr2C
2/3
d

( c
d

)2/3(
1 +

a

2kt

)2

, (15)257

where the subscript 2 indicates the tower drag force model (case 2). The scour depth258

dependencies on the drag force and critical shear stress share some features of the rotor drag259

model: case 2 predicted scour will increase for increasing support tower drag coefficient,260

tower diameter, approaching Froude number and decreasing hub height; scour will decrease261

for increasing sediment density and size (i.e. increasing critical shear stress).262

C. Live bed case263

In live bed conditions, where τ > τc away from the turbine in the undisturbed uniform264

flow, the scour differs from the clear water case due to bedload transport and the formation265

of bedforms. [24] proposed that the relationship between the live bed scour and the cor-266

responding clear water scour is a power law function of the mean flow intensity. The flow267

intensity quantifies the excess shear stress above the critical value, and is expressed as U/Uc,268

where Uc is the critical hub velocity associated with τc. Our model can be extended to the269

live bed condition by adopting the same functional dependency on the incoming to critical270

velocity ratio proposed by [24], assuming that the live bed regime has the same effects on271

the scour depth under different drag mechanisms (see section IV B). We use the same scour272
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depth notation Se [24] for consistency. From equation 11, the rotor drag force model can be273

formulated as:274

Se1 =

(
ys
y

)
1

[
(s− 1)−3/5Fr6/5C

2/5
T

(
D

d

)2/5(
D

y

)2/5
]−1

= K1

(
U

Uc

)θ1
. (16)275

Similarly, from equation 15, the tower drag force model for live bed conditions is276

Se2 =

(
ys
y

)
2

[
(s− 1)−1 Fr2C

2/3
d

( c
d

)2/3(
1 +

a

2kt

)2
]−1

= K2

(
U

Uc

)θ2
. (17)277

The model coefficients K1,2 must be estimated empirically. The power law exponents θ1,2278

require special attention as they describe the scour depth dependency with the incoming279

velocity, which is also implicitly accounted for in the Froude number (addressed in section280

IV B). Note that the clear water model equations are a subset of the live bed equations above281

in the particular case that U = Uc. The use of a single general equation for clear water and282

live bed conditions (i.e. a single coefficient K) in each model case permits the combination283

of experimental results in the different hydraulic and transport regimes, provided the critical284

velocity Uc and θ are known or estimated empirically. Whereas in the clear water case ys285

is the maximum scour depth defining the equilibrium condition, in live bed cases ys is the286

average scour depth resulting from temporal averaging of bed elevations over many passing287

bedforms. Such a distinction is relevant for the estimate of the maximum instantaneous288

scour depth under live bed conditions (see section IV D).289

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET290

A. Previous Experiments291

A number of experiments have been performed in the past few years and are collected292

here to validate the proposed theoretical framework. The purpose of these experiments293

was to study different siting configurations of in-stream MHK turbine(s) in open channel294

flows over erodible sediment bed, with a primary interest on the effect of migrating bedform295

types. The experiments, summarized in Table I, were performed at St. Anthony Falls296

Laboratory (SAFL) at the University of Minnesota. The experiments performed in straight297

channels (the Titling Bed Flume and the Main Channel) under critical mobility and live298

bed conditions ([5, 6, 39]) will be used primarily for validation. We will use some caution299
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Exp. D d h U Uc y ys Transport Facility

[m] [m] [m] [ms−1] [ms−1] [m] [m]

1 0.15 0.0018 0.13 0.46 0.46 0.28 0.024 clear water TBF

2 0.15 0.00042 0.13 0.33 0.21 0.26 0.021 ripples TBF

3 0.15 0.0018 0.12 0.6 0.46 0.26 0.035 dunes TBF

4 0.5 0.0018 0.425 0.66 0.66 1.15 0.15 clear water1 MC

5 0.5 0.00042 0.425 0.51 0.31 1.17 0.049 ripples MC

6 0.5 0.00042 0.425 0.74 0.31 1.17 0.07 dunes MC

7 0.15 0.0007 0.13 0.67 0.26 0.31 0.022 dunes2 OSL

8a 0.15 0.0018 0.092 0.41 0.41 0.26 0.033 clear water TBF

8b 0.15 0.0018 0.110 0.41 0.41 0.26 0.026 clear water TBF

8c 0.15 0.0018 0.130 0.41 0.41 0.26 0.019 clear water TBF

9a 0.15 0.0018 0.107 0.78 0.46 0.26 0.027 dunes3 TBF

9b 0.15 0.0018 0.124 0.78 0.46 0.26 0.024 dunes3 TBF

9c 0.15 0.0018 0.135 0.78 0.46 0.26 0.019 dunes3 TBF

TABLE I. Experimental values including turbine properties (rotor diameter D, hub height h),

flow characteristics (free stream hub velocity U , undisturbed flow depth y), sediment transport

conditions (mean grain diameter d, critical velocity for incipient motion Uc) and the flow facility

(TBF: Tilting Bed Flume, MC: Main Channel, OSL: Outdoor Stream Lab). 1 Indicates the only

experiment with a conical base below the turbine support tower; 2 Indicates a non-uniform flow

channel with meander; 3 Indicates an asymmetric deployment of two turbines in the same cross

section. Additional information on experimental apparatus and measurement techniques can be

found in [5] for Exp. 1, 3, 4, in [39] for Exp. 2, 5, 6, in [7] for Exp. 7, and in [40] for Exp. 9 a,b,c.

Experiments 8 a,b,c were conducted specifically for this work.

with other experiments performed in more complex conditions, e.g. near the outer bank of a300

meandering stream (the Outdoor Stream Lab [7]) or in a multi-turbine asymmetric setting301

designed to favor meandering onset [40]. Indeed, with complex siting or bathymetries, the302

definition of the critical velocity is not trivial: non-negligible spanwise slope is known to303

affect critical mobility [41]. Furthermore, the presence of secondary currents alter the shear304

stress distribution at the wall and thus may affect the dissipative mechanisms downstream305
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of the turbine.306

In all experiments, the scour evolution behind the turbine was measured in time and space307

by continuously scanning the bed elevation using a submersible sonar transducer Olym-308

pus Panametrics C305-SU (Olympus NDT, Walthman, MA) with a resolution of ±1 mm309

mounted on a data acquisition cart (designed and built at SAFL). The cart is able to au-310

tomatically travel across the entire surface of the experimental channel. The measurements311

were collected along a longitudinal transect centered on the turbine y-position. Inflow con-312

ditions (U) were monitored using a Nortek Vectrino acoustic doppler velocimiter (ADV)313

positioned at hub height upstream of the turbine location. The experiments in clear water314

condition were performed until the local scour reached its equilibrium depth, while live bed315

condition cases were run and monitored for several hours after the streamwise bed slope316

reached morphodynamic equilibrium and the bedform-averaged scour depth statistically317

converged. Additional information about experimental set up and measurement techniques318

can be found in [5, 6, 39, 40].319

Two scales of a three-bladed axial flow turbine were used in these experiments: a small320

scale model with a rotor diameter D = 0.15 m and a large scale model with a rotor diameter321

D = 0.5 m, corresponding respectively to 1:33 and 1:10 scaled versions of a real axial flow322

turbine design. The small scale model was composed by a resin prototyped rotor (hub and323

blades) mounted directly on the shaft of a DC motor. The motor allowed for instanta-324

neous voltage measurements and introduced a non-negligible internal frictional torque, thus325

achieving reasonable tip speed ratio without applying electrical loading on the motor. The326

nacelle was held on a cylindrical support tower of diameter c = 0.01 m. The large scale327

turbine model design was similar in geometry, with a resin nacelle mounted on a cylindrical328

tower of diameter c = 0.04 m. At this scale the nacelle was equipped with a stepper motor,329

a torque transducer, and an optical rotary encoder able to precisely control and measure the330

angular velocity ω and the produced torque in order to match the optimal tip speed ratio331

λ. Further details on turbine geometry and design information are available in [4].332

In addition to the values given in Table I, the sediment specific gravity s = 2.65 was333

the same for all experiments. For the tower drag force model, the cylinder drag coefficient334

for the support tower is assumed Cd = 1, which is representative for the range of Reynolds335

numbers investigated: Re = Uc/ν = 3.3× 103 − 6.6× 104, where c is the cylinder diameter336

and the hub velocity U is the incoming velocity.337
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B. New Experiments338

A new set of experiments (8 a,b,c in Table I) were performed, specifically to address the339

dependency of model case 2 on the hub elevation and to investigate a potential transition340

between case 2 and case 1 as the bottom tip approaches the bed surface and the rotor341

drag is inferred to start governing the scour depth. Three configurations under the same342

hydraulic conditions were tested, varying only the hub height h above the bed. The hydraulic343

conditions were the same as in [5] for the single turbine clear water case (experiment 1 in344

table I).345

The thrust coefficients of the turbine models were estimated in two different ways. The346

large scale MHK turbine model (D = 0.5 m), used in the Main Channel facility, was operated347

at optimal tip speed ratio and blade pitch angle with a peak power coefficient Cp ' 0.40348

[39]. Hence, we employ an induction factor a = 0.33 corresponding to peak production as in349

the actuator disk model [34] to calculate the thrust coefficient CT = 4a(1 − a) = 0.88. For350

the small turbine model (D = 0.15 m), the actuator disk assumptions do not hold because351

the imposed torque was frictional and not optimal. As no supporting theory was available352

for the estimate of the thrust coefficient, direct drag force measurements were performed353

by towing the rotor (mounted upside-down) at different speeds through the main channel354

in still water conditions (not shown here). Thrust coefficients for the small scale turbine355

experiments were estimated using an empirical CT − Re relationship derived from direct356

drag measurements. The thrust coefficient range for these experiments CT ≈ 0.7 to 0.9 for357

Re = UD/ν = 5 − 11 × 104, is comparable to the coefficient for the large scale turbine358

model despite having a lower power coefficient. This result highlights the fact that thrust359

and power are only correlated for a high performing turbine for which the actuator disk360

model works, and that a relatively low performing turbine can generate a significant drag361

(see, e.g. [36] comparing wakes of a 2.5MW wind turbine in the atmospheric surface layer362

and a miniature model in a wind tunnel). Because the drag force is unambiguously related363

to the mean velocity deficit, we estimated the actuation factor a for the small scale turbine364

case from the measured thrust coefficient using CT = 4a(1 − a), stressing again that the365

corresponding relationship with the power coefficient cannot be employed.366
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IV. VALIDATION367

A. Model Proportionality Constants368

For both cases derived in section II, functional dependencies were introduced with pro-369

portionality constants that are not explicitly defined, but collectively contribute to the two370

case-specific constants K1 and K2. We expect the two drag force mechanisms (accounted371

for separately in the two cases) may both contribute to scour production at varying degrees372

in a given turbine configuration. For this reason, and due to the relatively small number373

of experimental points, we define K1 and K2 coefficients using a value range rather than374

attempting to fit a single value.375

In Figures 2a and 2b we plot the scour depth function Se versus the flow intensity U/Uc376

using model equations 16 and 17, respectively. The data markers in the figure legend cor-377

respond to the experiments tabulated in Table I. The experimental points in Fig. 2 contain378

both the measured scour and the functional dependencies of the model, i.e. the left sides379

of equations 16 and 17; the model curves (dashed lines) represent the right sides of the380

same equations using θ1 = −1.89 and θ2 = −1.1, respectively. The selection of θ values is381

described in section IV B below. The predicted model coefficient ranges, K1 = 0.075 to 0.21382

and K2 = 0.17 to 0.40, cover all the experimental results.383384

B. Model Power Coefficients385

Determination of the power law coefficients θ1 and θ2 is particularly difficult. The scatter386

of the experimental points and the limited flow intensity range U/Uc = 1−2.5 shown in Fig.387

2 preclude a precise power law fit with a narrow confidence range. Instead of prescribing388

a fit, we discuss the coefficients in view of previous results and comparative theoretical389

arguments.390

In the pure bridge scour case, θ was estimated by [24] as θ = −1.89 using a very large391

set of data from the literature, suggesting that when the critical mobility stress is exceeded,392

the scour remains only marginally dependent on the flow velocity: ys ∝ U0.11 resulting from393

ys ∝ U2 in the clear water case and U−1.89 in the live bed correction. This weak dependency394

is consistent with the results reported in the pioneering work of [42]. The interpretation of395

this weak dependency is two-fold: i) the live bed excess shear stress mobilizes sediments that396
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FIG. 2. Experimental values of the scour depth function Se compared to the model curves for a)

the rotor drag, model case 1 (Eq. 16), with dashed lines indicating coefficient range K1 = 0.075

to 0.21 and the solid line indicating the midpoint K1 = 0.15; b) tower drag, model case 2 (Eq.

17), with dashed lines indicating coefficient range K2 = 0.17 to 0.40 and the solid line indicating

the midpoint K2 = 0.29. The model curves follow the form Se = K(U/Uc)
θ where θ1 = −1.1 and

θ2 = −1.89. U/Uc = 1 indicates clear water (CW) conditions.

are transported as a bedload sheet with a thickness proportional to the shear penetration in397

the granular substrate and with the deepest mobilized layer in critical conditions, consistent398

with the hypothesis of Bagnold [43]; ii) larger shear stress and sediment flux generates larger399

bedforms which absorb more streamwise momentum and induce more drag, thus limiting the400

increase of local scour. Because the response of erodible sediments to migrating bedforms401

and bedload transport should be somewhat independent from the nature of the forcing (the402

shear stress applied to the bed surface), we expect that MHK turbines local scour in live403

bed will manifest the same weak positive dependence on the incoming flow velocity that has404

been demonstrated to govern bridge pier scour. Because model case 2 presents the same405

Froude dependency of [24], the same coefficient θ2 = −1.89 was adopted. In turn, for model406

case 1 we use θ1 = −1.1 to maintain the same live bed dependency ys ∝ U0.11. Note that407

θ changed for model case 1 because the Froude power coefficient and thus the hub velocity408

dependency is different beyween case 1 and case 2.409
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C. Functional Dependencies410

To verify the theoretical model, the functional dependencies derived in the model equa-411

tions must be validated (see Figures 3 and 4). The Froude dependency for both cases is412

first investigated (Figures 3a for case 1 and 4a for case 2), albeit not in a fully independent413

manner. The hub velocity and incoming flow depth terms contributing to the Froude num-414

ber appear also in other dimensionless terms of the model equations, such that varying the415

Froude number changes other parameters as well. The Froude dependency is particularly416

important because it highlights one of the few key differences between the two model cases:417

(ys/y)1 ∼ Fr6/5 versus (ys/y)2 ∼ Fr2. The difference provides a possible objective path to418

rank the representativeness of the two cases. To compare dependencies, we rearranged the419

terms of equations 16 and 17, leaving the Froude number on the right hand side and the420

remaining dimensionless quantities on the left hand side:421 (
ys
y

)
1

[(
U

Uc

)θ
(s− 1)−3/5C

2/5
T

(
D

d

)2/5(
D

y

)2/5
]−1

= K1Fr
6/5 (18)422

for the rotor drag force (model case 1), and423 (
ys
y1

)
2

[(
U

Uc

)θ
(s− 1)−1C

2/3
d

( c
d

)2/3(
1 +

a

2kt

)2
]−1

= K2Fr
2 (19)424

for the tower drag force (model case 2). The left hand side of equations 18 and 19 can be425426

interpreted as (ys/y) normalized by the terms within the square brackets and expressed as427

(ỹs/y). The graphical representation of the experimental measurements in the (ỹs/y), F r428

phase space is depicted in Figures 3a and 4a.429

The range of experimental facilities and turbine models investigated has enabled us to430

also test the ys/y dependency on D/d for model case 1 (Fig. 3b), and on the submergence431

parameter 1+a/2kt for model case 2 (Fig. 4b). The former shows the clear water experiments432

with the small MHK turbine model (Tilting Bed Flume, experiment 1) and large model433

(Main Channel, experiment 4). By comparing only clear water results we avoid potential434

contamination from uncertainty in θ or the critical velocity Uc. A power law (solid line)435

representing a best fit of the data is included for visualization of the dependency agreement.436

Although we acknowledge that two points represent a weak demonstration, the agreement is437

surprisingly good even with evident uncertainty on the model coefficient K1 (dashed lines).438

Fig. 4b demonstrates the 1 +a/2kt parameter dependency of model case 2 using clear water439
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FIG. 3. Functional dependency of the rotor drag (model case 1) on the a) Froude number Fr
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(
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1
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U
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(s− 1)−3/5C

2/5
T

(
D
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is the left hand side in equation

18, and b) rotor diameter normalized by the sediment size D/d. The solid lines represent the best

fit of the experimental data for the theoretically derived power laws: a) Fr6/5 b) (D/d)2/5. The

dashed lines mark the bounds of the coefficient range K1 = 0.075-0.21. Refer to Fig. 2 for data

marker definitions.

experiment 8 and live bed experiment 9. In both experiments the scour depth was measured440

for three different turbine hub heights under otherwise identical conditions. Coincidentally,441

a single power law fits both sets of data; the fit line uses K2 = 0.27 for experiment 8 and442

K2 = 0.24 for experiment 9, both within the coefficient range K2 = 0.17 to 0.40. For the443

lowest turbine height (8a), there is a clear departure from the proposed 1+a/2kt dependency.444

As the distance from the bed to the bottom tip decreases, we expect a transition from the445

tower drag force model case 2 to the rotor drag force model case 1 as the dominant scour446

mechanism (dashed lines indicate the scour depth predicted by model case 1, for reference).447

Fig. 4b is consistent with this expectation, and suggests that the tower drag force model448

case 2 is valid for 1+a/2kt < 2 , but not for 1+a/2kt > 2.5 where model case 1 should apply.449

Note that the apparent transition range 1 + a/2kt=2-2.5 corresponds to h/D = 0.61− 0.65450

under optimal conditions (a=0.33).451452

The functional dependency analysis indicates that the model works well to predict scour453

across a relatively wide experimental parameter space within the uncertainty indicated by454

the range of model coefficient K values. The scatter in the Froude dependency suggests455
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and b) rotor submergence represented by 1 + a/2kt. The solid lines represent the best fit of the

experimental data for the derived power laws: a) Fr2, b) (1 + a/2kt)
2. In a) the dashed lines

indicate the bounds of the coefficient range K2 = 0.17-0.40, while in b) the dashed lines indicate

the model case 1 scour prediction range with K1 = 0.075-0.21 for comparison. Refer to Fig. 2 for

data marker definitions.

the support tower drag to be the more dominant mechanism in generating scour under the456

majority of the conditions investigated so far. However, the tower drag force model becomes457

less dominant as the turbine bottom tip moves closer to the wall. For a class of MHK458

turbines integrated with a support structure close to the sediment bed (e.g. Openhydro459

[44]) or designed to maximize rotor diameter while ensuring river navigability in relatively460

shallow rivers, model case 1 is expected to provide more physically representative scour461

depth predictions.462

The following model dependencies cannot be independently validated with the available463

experimental data: CT and D/y for model case 1, Cd and c/d for model case 2, and (s− 1)464

for both cases.465
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D. Local scour under migrating bedforms: a probabilistic approach for maximum466

scour depth467

As previously stated, for live bed conditions the model prediction of ys is the average468

scour and does not consider the variability of scour depth in time due to bedform migration.469

However, in the context of engineering design, the maximum scour behind the support tower470

is more relevant than the average to anticipate exposure of the tower foundation and avoid471

the structural collapse of the MHK turbine. For this reason, we extend here the former472

analysis with a probabilistic approach for two live bed experiments: ripples in the Main473

Channel (experiment 5) and dunes in the Tilting Bed Flume (experiment 3). Instead of the474

mean scour, we consider the entire distribution of scour depths monitored under migrating475

ripples and dunes.476

Figures 5a and 5b show the time-resolved depth measurements as a function of the stream-477

wise distance from the turbine (xT ) for the ripples and dunes experiments, respectively. The478

vertical axes of the two figures are scaled such that they represent the same physical dis-479

tance. Figures 5c and 5d show the corresponding probability density functions (PDFs) of480

the scour depth for the measurement points immediately downstream of the turbine. The481

PDFs include reference lines for the average scour (solid) and one bedform amplitude greater482

than the average (dashed), where the bedform amplitude Abf is one half the bedform crest-483

to-trough height. The small variability in scour depth relative to the bedform amplitude for484

the ripples case indicates that the localized erosion process prevails over the ripples migra-485

tion in the scour region. The opposite is true in the dunes case where significant variability486

is introduced by the larger bedforms. The non-Gaussian distribution of scour depth in the487

dunes case is skewed right and the maximum scour depth is approximately two bedform488

amplitudes (thus approximately one bedform height) greater than the mean. The signifi-489

cantly different contributions from the two bedform types to the scour variability is due to490

the different bedform amplitude relative to the predicted clear water scour depth.491492

In Fig. 6a, the PDFs of Fig. 5 are related to the model coefficient values K1 and K2. The493

corresponding cumulative density functions (CDFs) are shown in Fig. 6b. The distribution494

of scour depths are compared to the defined ranges for the model case 1 coefficient (dot-495

dashed lines, bottom horizontal axis) and the model case 2 coefficient (dashed lines, top496

horizontal axis). The distribution of scour for the ripples experiment is narrow along the K-497
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FIG. 5. Time-resolved bed elevation measurements (gray lines) downstream of the MHK turbine,

located at (x − xT )/D = 0, for a) experiment 5 (ripples in the Main Channel); b) experiment 3

(dunes in the Tilting Bed Flume). Average scour (solid black line) and minimum and maximum

(dashed lines) bed elevation envelops are included for reference. Probability density function of in-

stantaneous scour depth immediately downstream of the turbine for c) experiment 5; d) experiment

3. Average scour depth ys (solid line) and bedform amplitude Abf (dashed line) are indicated.

axis with nearly the entire distribution residing within the coefficient limits (Fig. 6a). The498

dunes experiment covers a much broader K-axis range, with the coefficient related to the499

maximum scour is 3-4 times the one related to the averaged scour depth for both cases. For500

ripples, the difference between average and maximum scour is within the uncertainty range501

of the model coefficients and requires no secondary assessment. For dunes, the distribution502

exceeds the model coefficient range and requires additional consideration to relate average503

and maximum scour.504

The maximum scour can be represented as a factor of the predicted average scour (and505
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FIG. 6. a) Probability density function of model coefficients K1 (bottom axis) and K2 (top axis)

corresponding to the instantaneously measured scour depths reported in Fig. 5c,d immediately

downstream of the turbine, for experiments 3 and 5. b) Cumulative density function for the same

quantities. Prescribed ranges for K1 and K2 included are for reference.

perhaps the bedform amplitude) or as a percentile of the scour probability distribution. For506

the latter, the proportionality constant K would be replaced by a distribution with each507

constant corresponding to a probability to exceed a certain value. For example, under large508

dunes the scour predicted by the rotor drag force model K1(90%) = 0.37 → ys/y = 0.28509

would be exceeded 10% of the time, as compared to the mean scour ys/y = 0.14 predicted510

by K1 = 0.18 which could be exceeded 40% of the time (see Fig. 6b). In either case, a511

separate model would be required to predict the scour factor or coefficient probability curve512

under migrating bedforms. Such a model would be highly beneficial given the potentially513

high discrepancy between a conservative (e.g. employing K1(90%)) and an average scour514

prediction.515
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V. DISCUSSION: HUB VELOCITY AND FIELD-SCALE ESTIMATES516

To ensure the applicability of the presented model, we discuss here the choice of the517

hub velocity scaling quantity and provide a sample of the model predictive capabilities in a518

utility-scale deployment. On the first issue, the channel mean cross-sectional velocity would519

be a more accessible velocity scale, from a hydraulic perspective, to be implemented in the520

model. However, in light of power production estimation and resource assessment, we opt521

for a site-dependent velocity providing a more local and accurate estimate of the available522

mean kinetic energy and bed scouring potential. Based on measured vertical profiles of523

mean velocity in the Tilting Bed Flume and Main Channel facilities, the hub velocity and524

the channel mean-cross sectional velocity were observed to be quite close [5] (although this525

has to depend also on the specific turbine geometry). Significant differences and potential526

scaling implications arise with deployments in more complex bathymetries, e.g. in the Outer527

Stream Lab experiment, where the spanwise variability of the mean velocity in the meander528

section is notable (see [7, 45]) and the mean cross-sectional velocity may not be an adequate529

incoming velocity scale for both turbine operating conditions and local geomorphic effects.530

However, by choosing instead the local hub velocity, we would face some uncertainty in531

the critical velocity Uc, defined as the hub velocity at which critical mobility occurs, as532

opposed to the critical mean cross-sectional velocity typically reported in the literature. For533

a rigorous application in complex channel geometries or multi-turbine arrays, the support534

of high fidelity numerical simulations would be advantageous [e.g. 27, 45–49]; alternatively,535

local measurements with Acoustic Doppler Profiler at the site should be sufficient for both536

assessing energy resources and estimating the model input velocity for scour prediction [see537

e.g. 50–52].538

As a tangible outcome of this investigation, a turbine scour predictive analysis is provided539

here for a potential prototype-scale deployment to give a qualitative and quantitative idea540

of the anchoring system required in large scale sandy rivers. We do acknowledge that the541

functional dependency of the model have been tested on limited ranges of the parameters542

involved, nevertheless we believe it is important to provide a quantitative assessment on the543

feasibility of a MHK utility-scale installation. We base our analysis on the lower Mississippi544

river using the high quality data provided in [53]. The river section in Audubon Park, New545

Orleans, Louisiana is a reasonable deployment site given the 25 m large depth, the straight546
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FIG. 7. Predicted scour depth in the Mississippi River at Audubon Park, New Orleans, LA, as a

function of the flow discharge and rotor diameter for a) model case 1 using K1 = 0.15 and b) model

case 2 using K2 = 0.29. This estimation assumes optimal turbine performance, fixed local depth

y = 25 m, river width b = 600 m, median grain size d = 0.0002 m, critical velocity Uc = 0.42 ms−1,

support tower diameter c = 1 m and drag coefficient Cd = 1. For model case 2 the turbine top

tip elevation is fixed 3 m below the water surface. The red dotted line indicates the discharge

Qc corresponding to the critical flow velocity for the sediment incipient motion and thus to the

transition between clear water equations 11,15, and live bed equations 16,17. The critical flow

velocity for the median grain size employed was estimated following [20, 21].

channel morphology (width of approximately 600 m), and the high flow discharge. Because547

of the downstream level control exerted by the ocean, we assume the dominant effect of the548

flow discharge variation is on the velocity scale U and not on the flow depth. This assumption549

is consistent with the high variability of the measured mean flow velocity in the cited dataset.550

Therefore, for the given width we can map the model scour predictions for varying rotor551552

size and flow velocity (Fig. 7). We test a rotor diameter range D = 5− 16 m and a velocity553

range U = 0.24− 3.14 ms−1. The velocity range is consistent with [53], and is expressed554

here as a function of both the discharge Q and Froude number Fr. Assuming optimal555

performance, median grain size d = 0.2 mm and critical hub velocity of Uc = 0.42 ms−1556
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(estimated following [20, 21]), model case 1 predicts scour depths of 0.5-3.5 m, corresponding557

to ys/y = 0.02−0.14 (Fig. 7a). For model case 2 we assume the turbine rotor will be located558

far from the river bed, with an invariant clearance cl = 3 m between the top tip and the559

water surface, and supported by a cylindrical tower of 1 m diameter with a drag coefficient560

of 1.0. The invariant clearance and rotor diameter range result in kt variations, which,561

combined with the discharge variability, lead to model case 2 scour depth predictions of 0.5-562

2.5 m (Fig. 7b). The scour depths are predicted using middle values of the model coefficient563

ranges K1 = 0.15, K2 = 0.29. The predicted scour depth in Fig. 7 illustrates the weak564

dependence on the flow velocity and the importance of the rotor diameter. Note that the565

application of the two model scenarios is conducted independently. Model case 1 is based566

on the assumption that the bottom tip is always in the proximity of the channel bed and567

thus no transition to case 2 would occur. The diameter is in fact increased by raising the568

upper tip elevation along with the hub height. Conversely, for model case 2 the upper tip569

elevation is fixed at an invariant clearance cl = 3 m, with respect to the free surface; as the570

diameter increases, the hub height and the gap between the bottom tip and the bed surface571

(yt) decrease. Hence, in this scenario we might expect a transition from case 2 to case 1. The572

experiments performed at different hub height (Fig. 4b) suggest that for (1 + a/2kt) > 2.5,573

model case 2 is no longer applicable. Recalling that kt = yt/D (see Section IV C), we can574

obtain the dimensional gap limit as ylim = aD/3. The equation suggests that the elevation575

limit increases as the D increases, which is intuitively sound. For this specific scenario where576

the depth and the clearance between the rotor top tip and the water surface are fixed, the577

gap between the bottom tip and the channel bed can be expressed as yt = y − cl − D. In578

the limiting case yt = ylim the rotor diameter at which model case 2 is no longer applicable579

is estimated as: Dlim = 3(y−cl)
a+3

= 19.8 m, for the specific depth, clearance and turbine580

performance investigated here. We must however note that the instantaneous bathymetry581

in rivers with active sediment transport, as in this case study, changes periodically under582

migrating bedforms. Dunes in the Lower Mississippi can reach heights up to 10 m for583

extremely high discharges (see measurements by [53] at Audubon Park for a flood event in584

January 2005). In this case the bed surface would periodically be 5 meters higher, equivalent585

to the dune amplitude, with respect to the average bed elevation. Taking such conservative586

local depth value, the rotor diameter limit would reduce to Dlim = 15.3 m.587

To account for the estimated ranges of the constant K1,2 and the uncertainties on the588
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estimate of the sediment size, which is inherently related to the critical flow velocity Uc,589

a reference scenario was chosen to show the potential variability of the estimated scour590

depth. We opted for a relatively large rotor D = 10 m and a medium-high discharge of591

Q = 25000 m3s−1. The corresponding Froude number and the dimensionless parameter kt592

for the bottom clearance for model case 2 are respectively Fr = 0.11 and kt = 1.2. The593

other parameters were kept consistent with the case study as listed in the Fig. 7 caption.594

By varying constants K1 and K2 within their estimated ranges, the predicted scour depth595

is in the interval 1 - 2.9 m for model case 1 and 0.9 - 2 m for model case 2. Finally, to show596

the variability introduced by the uncertainty on the sediment grain size and thus on the597

corresponding critical flow velocity for sediment incipient motion, the scour was predicted598

using the d16 and d84 percentiles of the particle size distribution, as measured in the survey599

carried out in 1989 by the US Army Corps of Engineers in the Lower Mississippi [54]. The600

statistics computed at Audubon Park (the location where we based our upscaling exercise)601

report d16 = 0.16 mm and d84 = 0.3 mm, which correspond to a threshold mean flow602

velocity Uc of 0.43 ms−1 and 0.45 ms−1, respectively. The corresponding estimated scour603

depths, using the model coefficients middle values K1 = 0.15, K2 = 0.29, were 2.3 m and 1.9604

m (model case 1), 1.7 m and 1.2 m (model case 2). Note that the variability in the predicted605

scour region associated with the occurrence of bedforms is accounted for in the ranges of K1606

and K2, obtained experimentally, and not explicitly in the critical velocity estimation.607

The qualitative trends outlined in the scour depth contours and the related quantitative608

predictions confirm that prototype deployments in large scale sandy rivers are feasible in609

the sense that anchoring systems exist to accommodate the mean predictive scour depths,610

albeit the effect of bedforms on maximum scour has to be included. Note that the issues611

addressed here are critical for the overall investment due to the significance of anchoring612

costs (e.g. up to 30% of the total cost for offshore wind turbines [55]). Therefore, the choice613

of the rotor diameter becomes very important not only for power production but also for614

erosion protection of the support system.615

VI. CONCLUSION616

The present work proposes an analytical formulation to predict local scour around Marine617

Hydrokinetic turbine structures deployed in fluvial or tidal environments characterized by618
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an erodible bed surface. The model builds on the theoretical investigation by [24], which619

addresses the problem of bridge pier scour using the phenomenological theory of turbulence620

formulated by [25, 26]. Precisely, the evolution of the scour behind a structure immersed in621

flowing water, i.e. a bridge pier in [24] or an MHK turbine here, is shown to be governed622

by geometry-specific turbulent structures that are adjusting themselves in order to dissipate623

kinetic energy down to the sediment grain scale, at a rate defined by the power dissipated624

through the drag force exerted by the structure itself. We speculate that the dissipative625

mechanisms induced by a MHK turbine near the bed surface can be accounted for using two626

different conceptual cases depending on the relative position of the rotor within the river627

depth. The turbine rotor may be close enough to the sediments that the erosion is caused628

directly by the tip vortex shed by the turbine blades or any other turbulent structures in629

the wake, and consequently related to both the power extracted and the drag force induced630

by the turbine. Alternatively, the rotor may be far enough that the dominant flow features631

resemble those responsible for the bridge pier scour, albeit with an augmented incoming632

velocity due to the flow acceleration between the bottom tip and the bed. To address the633

different configurations, two model cases were derived and validated covering both clear634

water (no sediment mobility except for in the proximity of the device) and live bed (under635

sediment transport and migrating bedforms) conditions, with the extension to the live bed636

regime through a power law function of the excess shear stress above the critical mobility637

value.638

The experimental validation, performed using spatio-temporal bed elevation measure-639

ments with model turbines of different rotor in flumes of different size, allowed us to define640

a range for the model’s coefficients and to confirm the functional dependencies derived the-641

oretically. The authors acknowledge that both the evaluation of the model parameters and642

the validation of the functional dependencies are affected by uncertainty due to the limited643

experimental dataset, combined with variability in turbine geometries, river bathymetries,644

transport conditions and siting configurations. Such an uncertainty in the predicted aver-645

aged scour depth is compared to the corresponding variability experienced under migrating646

bedforms, which cyclically augment and dampen the scour depth. It is indeed important647

for the structural stability and proper anchoring of the turbine to define under which condi-648

tions the turbine base will never be exposed directly to the action of the flow. A probability649

analysis has shown that the range of scour depth covered by the uncertainty in the model650
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coefficients depends on the inflow migrating bedforms. For large dunes, the maximum in-651

stantaneous scour depth can reach values up to two bedforms amplitude (or one bedform652

height) above the mean scour, exceeding the estimated range of model coefficients K1,2 cal-653

ibrated to the mean scour depth. With migrating ripples, the range of coefficients proposed654

here was shown to capture the full variability of scour distribution. This means that large655

dunes, as compared to ripples, may pose a threat to the turbine structural safety if not taken656

into account. To quantify this risk we propose an approach to select a model coefficient value657

from a known probabilistic distribution associated to maximum scour probability.658

Finally, the validated model was applied to a potential field scale scenario in the lower659

Mississippi river, where the scour depths have been mapped as a function of the rotor660

diameter of the prototype turbine, and the actual flow discharge. The predicted scour661

depths show that deployments of MHK turbines in large scale sandy rivers are feasible.662

The developed predictive framework is expected to support the renewable energy en-663

gineering community in the expansion of hydrokinetic technology in fluvial environments .664

Our model provides scour depth estimates required for the siting and design of MHK turbine665

anchoring systems, relying on simple explicit equations and easily measurable input param-666

eters (the median sediment size and the mean velocity at hub height) obtained through667

minimal in situ point measurements prior to installation. Besides practical applications, the668

present study also provides insights into some fundamental mechanics of turbulent flows.669

All models inspired by [25] provide a correct formulation of the largest and most energetic670

eddies of the flow and the non-universal mechanism at which turbulent kinetic energy is671

produced. For instance, this latter can be represented by: the secondary current in an open672

channel flow [25](recently revised by [56]), the impinging jet on an erodible bed [26], the673

drag force exerted by a cylinder [24], or, as in the present study, by an MHK turbine rotor.674

By further assuming a Kolmogorov cascade ensuring equilibrium between production and675

dissipation, in fact, those models correctly identify the key velocity scale at the intersection676

between the production and the inertial ranges of the turbulent spectrum. This very same677

scale is coupled with the near-dissipative scales in the roughness sublayer, in a mixed scaling678

formulation of the Reynolds stresses [25] that reflects the transfer of energy from the outer679

scales down to the wall in the physical domain. We speculate that the correct formulation680

of the turbulent kinetic energy transfer, in both spectral and physical domain, is critical for681

the extension of this theoretical framework to an even broader range of fundamental and682
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applied problems.683
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